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INTRODUCTION

h1

Land-use

planning is the systematic assessment of land and
water potential, economic and social
conditions and alternatives for land use in orcler
to select and adopt the best land-use options.
A Lanci
use policy is an expression of the government's
perception of the direction to be taken on major
issues
related to rand use and the proposed alrocation
of the national land r
time' Land use policv shoutd have both a production
and a
of man such as food, water, fuel, clothini
ancl sheiter must be met from the land,
which is a finite
resource while the natural resources it supports
can vary over time and according to management
conditions and uses' In addition terrestriailancl
is the habit or diverse flora and fauna. India
has 2.4 oo
of world land area and 7-8% of all recorded species
( Inclia's 5,h National report to Convention
on
biological Diversity,2014) India's population
is equivalent to17.S%of the total world population
with a population growth rate of 1.2% whichis creating
pressure on limited land resource.
Agenda 21' a product of the uN Conference for
Environment and Development in Rio de
Janeiro
1992have called for a more integrated approach
to pranning u.,a *u.,ug".r-,""i;;;l;;;ces.
A1
the subsequent international treaties and conventions
relatLg to biodiversity have emphasized the
need for active involvement and participation
of stakeholders, p"ur,l"rturty ut the local level,
in decisions
on land use and management' At the United
Nations^srzsf ainable Deoelopmentsummiton
25 september
2015' more than 150 world leader s adoptedthe
new sustainable Development Goals consisting
of 17
sDGs and 169 targets covering emerging issues
post 2015. sustainable Development Goal
15 has a
goal to "Protect' restore and promote sustainable
use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably
manage
forests' combat desertification, and halt and
reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity
loss ,,
Past land use can constrain or control future
ecosystem conservation. sustainable land
use planning
requires integration at two.levels, considering,
on the one hand, all environmental, social
and
economic
factors (impacts of the various economic anJsocial
sectors on the environment and natural
resources)
and, on the other, all environmental and
resou
georogicar and naturar resources). protected
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people and their communities and other locai
communities and the economic role of women
in
agriculture and rural development, among
other issues, should be taken into account. Achieving
food
securitv' mitigating and adapting to climate
change, protecting biodiversity, protecting
livelihood of
people and preventing land conflicts are
some of th" ir,at"r,g"f tuna ,rr" plu.,r".,
will
have
to face in
India' conserr'-ing biodiversitr'loss in terrestrial
areas will involve

protected areas and in human_dominated landscapes.

new approaches to 1and use, both in
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LAND DEGRADATION- GLOBAL AND INDIAN SCENARIO
It is estimated that there are more than 2 billion hectares of degraded land worlclwide with the

potential for forest, landscape, and more often mosaic restoration. In the iast two centuries, humans
have converted 70% of the grassland, 50% of the savannah, 45% of the temperate deciduous forest,
and 27% of the tropical forest biome for agriculture (FAO ,2011). While the world's drylands continue
to be the most vulnerable and threatened by desertification, land degradation and diought (DLDD),
78% of total degraded land is located in terrestrial ecosystems other than drylands (UN
General
Assembly, 2012). Globally the percentage of total land area that is aiready degraded or being degraded
has increased from 15% in1991 to 24% in 2008 (Bai,200g).

India has a total geographical area (TGA) of 328.2 million hectares (mha) with drylands covering
228.3 mha (69.6% of the total land area). Land is a natural capital vital for food security,
regulating

hydrological regimes, nutrient recycling and storing carbon, and other ecosystem services. The total
area of India undergoing the process of land degradation is 105.4 m ha that is about
32 per cent of the

land is undergoing various forms of degradation.

ECOLOGICAL LAND USE PLANNING
Land use planning has become a central prerequisite for any (spatial) development that aims at

sociai, ecologicai and economic sustainability ensuring that societal attributes are sustained. Land
use
changes may lead to competition and conflict in different ways as

'
'
'
'
'

Environmentalprotectionversusagriculturalproduction
Agricultural use of land versus industrial, commercial and residential use
Mining versus environmental protection
Production of raw materials for industrial production versus protection of nature
Intensification of agriculture with high yielding varieties vs. cultivation of landraces

adapted to local conditions
Extension of settlement areas and deforestation (GI2,2011)
Land use planning presents a development approach that contributes to the prevention of land
use
conflicts, the adaptation of land uses to physical and ecological conditions, the lasting protection
of
land as a natural resource, the lasting productive use of Iand and a balanced use that fulfils all
social,
ecological and economic requirements. Technicai cooperation is necessary to provide support
to the
local community as access of local population to forest products can be affectea Uy tana use plannirrg
and may lead to deterioration of livelihoods.
Land use planning is an important prerequisite for any development that aims at social, ecological
and economic sustainability. Land use planning can contribute to achieving important development
goals such as food security, mitigating and adapting to climate change protecting biocliversiiy
,
and
initiating economic growth. Ecological iand use planning should examine the impacts o{ local decisions
in a regional context, preserve rare landscape elements, critical habitats, and associated species,
avoid
iand uses that deplete natural resources over a broad area, retain large contiguous or connected
areas
that contain cri.tical habitats, minimize the introduction and spread of nonnative species, avoid
or
compensate for effects of development on ecological processes.
PROTECTED AREA NETWORK OF INDIA

'

From

PA network of 54 Nationai Parks covering 21,003 km2 and.373 Sanctuaries covering gg,649
109,652 Sq km or 3.34o/n of the country's geographicai area) in 19gg, the netwlrk
has
increased to 103 National Parks,531 Wildlife sanctuaries, 65 Conservation reserves and 4
Communitv
a

km: iTotal
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reserves totaling to \60,473.07 km'? (4.88% of geographical area). In addition 9 biosphere reserves arrC
465 Important Bird Areas (IBAs) have been identified in India. Key Biodiversity Areas (KBAs) are
nationally identified sites of global significance and comprise an'umbrella': IBAs, Medicinai Plant

Conservation Areas (MPCAs), Important Sites for Freshwater/Marine Biodiversity; and Alliance for
Zero Extinction (AZE) sites. Currently there are 19 species recognized by the AZE in India, affirming
India's commitment to zero extinction as outiined in Aichi Biodiversity Target 12. A total of 141 CCAs
covering an area of 1,57,016 ha have been identified for conservation measures and 110 MPCAs, each
of an average size of 200 ha, have been set up across 13 States of India. In addition to India's PA
network coverage, the managed forests under the State and UT Forest Departments are also contributing
towards biodiversity conservation. Thus India has over 20% of the total geographical area under effective
biodiversity conservation, thereby exceeding the17% figure envisaged in Aichi Target 11.
NECESSITY OF LAND USE PLANNING

- WESTERN GHATS

Western Ghats constitutes one among world's eight hottest hotspots and 39 sites have been inscribed
on UNESCO world heritage list. At the same time, the high human population density and major

transformation of the landscape since the mid-18th century emphasize the urgency of conservation of
the Ghats and sustainable use of its resources.
The moist decidious forest, constitutes about 21.13 % of the TGA, followed by semievergreen and
evergreen forest, dry deciduous and scrub savanna. The major land use and land cover, apart from the
forest in the region, are agriculture, grass lands, water bodies and settlements .

'

Protected Areas notified under the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972include Biosphere reserves,
Wildlife sanctuaries and National Parks. The total area occupied by PA and WHS are 59,940
km2

'

39 serial sites described as World heritage sites. The nominated sites include 39 hotspots
including important bird areas and 3 Alliance for Zero Extinction sites and a number of forest
reserve areas of high conservation value. Of the nominated sites 19 are in Kerala, 10 in
Karnataka, 6 in Tamil Nadu and 4 in Maharashtra.

'
'
'
'
'
'

Home to diverse wildlife, both flora and fauna many of which are endemic to WG
Part of the important elephant and tiger habitat in the country

Important centre for agrodiversity
Important catchmeni of 44 rivers of Kerala
Maior tourist attraction - offer tremendous scope for nature education and awareness building

Cultural heritage - diverse tribal population

People are at the centre of sustainable development and even though the land area of Kerala is
only 1.2 percent of India, Keralahad promoted conservation of forests resulting in a forest area of
29.1% of land area. Due to high population density in Kerala the pressure on land has increased to
construct dwelling houses and cultivation, people of the midlands and lowlands encroach forest areas.
Fragmentation of forest habitat is one of the biggest challenges to biodiversity conservation in Kerala.
Conversion of forest areas for non forestry purposes , increased human disturbances, quarrying,

fragmentation of forests for plantations, roads, power lines, forest fire, climate change, human habitation

in natural flood piains, construction, transportation, building dams, canals, and roads human
encroachment and land modifications, all contribute to environmental degradation of WG. The
unsustainable exploitation of natural products, for timber, forest produce and medicinal plants has ted
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to depletion of natural resources. In Central and southern
western Ghats the agricultural area has
increased ftomT'3 % in1991to 10.39 ok in2014.
The area under plantation has increased from 11.5g
", (,7991) to L7.38 % ( Gupta et aI ,201,4)

on an average most of the western slopes of the Ghats receive
an annual rain{ali of 4000mm.
significantly retained by_the thick forest vegetation. The
modulating influence of the vegetation on the
hvdrological cycle was the most importanireason for
the perennii nature of the Kerala rivers. Any
adverse changes in this forest cover will have serious
affects on the ecology of the land. The extent and
densitv of vegetation on the catchment slopes decides
amount of water available as run off during non
rainy season' Most of the rivers of Keraia have become
seasonal rain drains due to the degradation of
forests' large scale damming of rivers, river diversions
and sand mining. Most of the floodptains were
refuges for wetland biota but the encroachment_of
natural floodplains due to population pressure has
led to increased incidence of floods and landslides.
Large number of plants and animal species are enclangered
due to habitat loss and fragmentation
of forests' In order to meet the timber anJ pulpwood
requirements of the state, in the forested zone of
the Highiands, natural forests were converted into
forest plantations, mainly of teak and eucalypts
leading to a reduction oJ natural biodiversity, fragmentation
of forests and man and wildlife conflicts.
Most of the moist deciduous forests have been convertecl
to sterile monoculture plantations of Teak
and Eucaiyptus shola forests are a sensitive and
fragile ecosystem which provides specialized habitat
for endemic species ' specialized association such Js
reecl forests, myristica swamps, riparian forest
communities have been seriously affected in Kerala.
ECOLOGICAL LAND USE PLANNING IN WESTERN
GHATS. A REVIEW
Kerala is the most populated among the states through
which western Ghats traverses. The
population density of Kerala was 749 in 1991and has
increised to g19 in 2001 and g59
in 2011,

/km,
For clearly determining forests, human inhabited
areas, farm lancls, plantations and areas which
are
to be protected as forests, the only precise method
is to conduct actual physical verification.
Land/Resource tenure issues relevant for land use
planning:
' Existing private, public and common land rights,
their boundaries and overlaps
' Existing private, public and common rights over
other natural resources such as
water, minerals, forests etc;
' Local people's land/resource rights
' Existing secondary rights such as right o{ way,
access to water ponds or woods;

'
'
'

Administrativeboundaries

Preparation of regulations on the use ancl access to
iand and other naturai resources
Fair and transparent procedures and adequate compensation
(Gr.,2011)
Ln1999 the MoEF constituted a committee under
the Chairmanship of Dr pronab sen to work out
Parameters for designating an area as ecologicaity sensitive *hi.h ."q,rire
special protection
under Environment (protection) Act 19g6 (EpA) .
The western Ghats Ecology Expert Panel (wGEP)
chaired by prof Madhav Gadgil has designated
the entire western Ghats as an Ecologically sensitive
Areas (ESA) and assigned three levels of Ecological
Sensitivity to different regions termed as Ecologically
sensitive Zone I (ESZI) Ecologically sensitive
Zone 2 (ESZ2) Ecoiogically sensitive Zone 3 (ESZI)
to all the 142 ralukas within the boundary. The
\\-estern Ghats Ecology Expert Panel report details
(i) categorization of weste." gn"i, t"," ,r*]" ,or-r",
of Iaried ecological sensitivity (ii) broad sectoral guideiines
for each of these zones and (iii) a broad
Kerolo Stote Lond Use Boord
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framework for establishment of the Western Ghats Ecoiogy Authority. Based on this ESZ1, ESZESZ3 levels were assigned to the 30 talukas in Kerala within the Western Ghats boundary.
The High Level Working Group chaired by Dr Kasturirangan have classified Western Ghats res :
into 1) Cultural landscape (-60%) & 2) Natural landscape f a0%): in this -37% having verv hr::
biological richness, low fragmentation, low population density, contain PA, heritage sites, tiger !
elephant corridors, and are considered as ecologically sensitive area . The Working Group follon-ed :
detaiied geospatial analysis for identification of Ecologically Sensitive Areas at a fine resoiution oi l=
m with village as unit. IRS LISS III derived spatial layers on vegetation type and landscape level indices
(with a fine spatial resolution of 24m) were used as the basis for identification of ecologically sensitive
areas (ESAs). Viilages were selected on the basis of the proportion of ESA to the geographic area of the
village. HLWG recommends a prohibitory and regulatory regime in ESA for those activities u'ith
maximum interventionist and destructive impact on the ecosystem with complete ban on mining,
quarrving and sand mining in ESA. In Kerala 123 viliages were designated as ESA occupying an area
ol 1,2477 km2 as natural landscape.

LAND USE PLANNING WITH PEOPLE'S PARTICIPATION
Kerala State Govt constituted a three member committee chaired by Dr Oommen V Oommen in
order to study and make recommendations on how to protect, preserve and nurture the rich biodiversih-

and environmental integrity of the Western Ghats in Kerala in consultation with the people's
representatives, environmental groups and farmers associations of the 123 villages identified as ESA in
Kerala.
The land use planning adopted for conservation of biodiversity rich areas of Western Ghats was an
inclusive process promoting civic engagement. All efforts were made to involve the stakeholder groups
: local direct and indirect users, public authorities, NGO's. The expert committee conducted sittings at
Aralam, Kottiyoor, Mananthwady, Kalpetta, Kodancherry, Thiruvambady, Kavilambara, Kurachundu,
Nilamboor, Karuvarakundu, Mannarkadu, Nenmara, Adimali, Nedunkadam, Kattapana, Cheruthoni,

Thodupuzha, Kuttickal, Irattupetta, Pathanamthitta, Devikulam Kumiii, Kuttickal, Irattupetta,
Pathanmathitta, Amburi, Thenmala and Chalakudy.
To seek the opinion of people's representatives, farmers, NGOs, farmer's organizations, and general
public sittings were conducted in Pathanamthitta, Kottayam, Thrissur, Malappuram, Idukki, Wayanad,
Kozhikode, Kannur, Palakkad, Kollam and Thiruvananthapuram. Wide publicity regarding the sittings
was given through media and the concerned District Collectors. The Committee visited all these areas
and interacted with political ieaders, farmers, environmental organizations to collect the opinion from
them.
The salient parts of Kasturirangan report were translated into regional language in order to reach
a wider audience and posted in the website of Kerala State Biodiversity Board. About one lakh
persons visited the site. Other than this, 10,000 copies of the Malayalam book prepared on Kasthuri
Rangan Committee Report by the Board was distributed free of cost. A 24 hour helpline with4 telephone
numbers also functioned through which about 4,000 persons contacted the Board for clarifications on
the report. KSBB gave wide publicity regarding the report through print media, so as to eliminate the
apprehensions o{ people in this regard. Arrangements for publicitv regarding sittings of the Committee,

convening of the sittings, compilation of opinions raised during the sittings and assistance for
preparation of the final report were done by the Kerala State Biodiversity Board. The Committee had
many discussions rt ith elected representatives, Representatives of Diskict Panchayats, Block Panchayats
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and Grama Panchayats, religious leaders, environmentai activists, representatives of farmer's
orgarLizations, farmers, representatives of Chamber of Commerce and Merchants Organizations and
common men living in Westem Ghats areas. About 30,000 peopie expressed their views directly and in
u-riting before the Committee.

On the basis of these sittings it was proposed that a physical verification be conducted and a
comrnittee was appointed to each of the 123 villages comprising of Panchayat president, Revenue
officer, Agricultural officer and Forest officer. A detailed village wise map of 123 villages demarcating
-{gricultural land, Built up land, Forest, Forest plantations, wastelands and water bodies was made
available to public. The district collectors were asked to make the necessary arrangements to facilitate
the boundary fixing works and demarcating it in the cadastral maps, made available to villages. All
re\renue authorities were asked to render required help and complete the works within five days from
day of receipt of Cadastral maps. Services of surveyor of Department of Survey and land records were
made available as required by local verification committee. In order to facilitate a truly bottom up
approach taking into consideration the representations of people from all walks of life the local level
verification committee was fixed as the forum to fix the boundaries. The demarcation of Ecologically
sensitive areas adopted was realistic, implementation oriented and oriented to local conditions.
LAND-USE MANAGEMENT FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Land-use and - management practices should be compatible with the natural potential of the area
and used to preserve or improve ecosystem services. Identifying areas of crop production that could
step-by-step be converted into agro-forestry systems can restore many of the watershed functions

normally attributed to forests and at the same time generate more livelihood. Thus one of the
recommendations was to promote "Good Agricultural Practices" in Western Chats areas as an initial
step. "Good Agricultural Practices" include soil test for metal contamination, use of high quality seeds,

application of fertilizers and pesticides in recommended dosage, physical control of weeds, integrated
pest management, etc. Proper branding and market of the vegetables, spices and other products
produced in western Ghats areas can fetch higher price enhancing livelihood options of locai
communities.
Sustainable land use is that which meets the needs of the present while, at the same time conserving
resources for future generations. A rich, deep soil that may have taken more than 1000 years to form
can be lost overnight through soil erosion. Thus for prevention o{ soil erosion it was suggested that the
farmers of this area can adopt Contour bunding and traditional water harvesting structures while
planting short duration crops in slanted areas. Land-use planning aims to make the best use of limited
resources. Hence integrated farming using Farm Animal rearing, Horticulture, Floriculture, Apiculture,
Cultivation of medicinal plants etc were recommended. Indigenous breeds like Vechur Cow, Highrange Dwarf and Kasaragod Dwarf having high adaptability towards hot, humid climate and water
scarcity, should be promoted in these areas. Production of organic manures and biogas should be
promoted along with this. Monocrops like Eucalypts, Acacia and Teak cause ground water depletion,
soil erosion anii biodiversity loss in these areas. It was suggested to make efforts to regenerate the
natural forest ecosystem in these areas. Fish catching using explosive and toxic chemicals should be
banned completely in Western Ghats areas. Invasive fish species should be completely discouraged. To
improve the financial status of farmers living in this area eco-friendly tourism projects and farm tourism
projects were suggested.
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The experience and determination of local people
in dealing with their environment are otten ::-..
most neglected, and without the support of local
leaders, u pian is not likely to succeed. Land--:=planning should thus involve getting many different
people to work together towards common
toa.:
The farmers' herders, foresters and otherswho
depend upon natural resources for livelihood shou-;
be involved' The greatest challenge before land
use planners is achieving effective public participatic:
through local discussions, technical workshops etc.
Land-use planning can be applied at three broa;
levels: national' clistrict and local. (GT2,1999)At
the national lever, planning is concerned with
nationagoals and the allocation of resources. when planning
is initiated nationally, national priorities har.e
ti
be translated into local plans. Conflicts between
national and local interests will have to be resolr-eii
"Bottom-up"

planning initiated at the local

level and involving active participation by the locacommunity will be more oriented to local constraints,
whether these are related to natural resources or

socio-economic problems.

Hence it was recommended that the Panchayats
in western Ghats should prepare Master plans
incorporating eco-friendly building construction,
water conservation, utilization of eco-friendly
energrsources/ waste management measures etc. Measures
for avoiding pollution urra
degradation should be included in these Master
"rrriror-rmental
Plans. The Biodive-rsity Management
Committee,s
have been empowered to function as Environmentai

watch Groups and authorized to report anv
activities that may cause environmental degradation
and violation of Acts and Rules ,"rrror";
environmental consideration to higher authorities.
At the grass root level community primar'

environmentar protegtion

wil be the responsibility of the BMC of respective panchayat.
Land-use planning aims to make the best use
of limited resources by assessing present and
future
needs and should be focused on sustainability
of ecosystem services. Rare landscape elements
need
to
be identified' through physical features, hydiology,
soils, and associated species. Although there is
an
extensive Protected area network in Kerala
the
serve as corridors or orrer reruge ro.
and wetlands and areas with mosaic of natural,
environmental

t.,."utu,r"T'"'#"::T1l;:1i::;:ff:11"",ffiffffiT'#I::

and human_made habitats.
Biodiversity Heritage sites (BHSs) are well defined
areas that are unique ecologically fragile
ecosystems.
The Biodiversity Act and rules specifies that
creation of BHS may not pu, r";J*;;t:"

practices and usage by the local communities,
"i-""i.""rr,",
other than those voluntarily decided by them.
The purpose
is to enhance the quality of life of locai communities
through this conservation measures.

CONCLUSIONS

Land-use planning in the present scenario
must be such that priorities are drawn up by the
local
people' It should identify and resolve conflicts
between competing uses, between the needs of individuals
and those of the community, and between the
needs of ih" p-r"r".,t generation and those of
future
generations and ensure sustainable development.
Balancing th" .o*p-"tlng demands for the land

for
food security' tourism, wildlife conservation, and
developmental activities is the greatest challenges
before land use planners' The experience ancl
local knowledge of the land users must be utilized
for
developing implementation plans and a balance
should be achieved as frequentiy local interests
are
not alu'ays the same as regional or national interests.
For the success of any land use planning local
people should aware of potential benefits as well
as trust in the fairness of planning process
and

delineation of ESA suggested by the Three member
expert committee constituted by Kerala Government
)
for review of HLWG was based on this.
"
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